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Abstract 
This research work provides comprehensive meaningful valuable findings from NCBI database for 
researches to analyze entries of H1N1 strains aiming to design genomic region-specific markers 
and also for screening the region-specific subtypes. Influenza A viruses are divided into subtypes, 
based on the nature of their surface glycoproteins, HA and NA. There are 16 different HAs and nine 
NAs which are distinguishable serologically, and we have sincerely dug NCBI database. We have 
found 7651 entries of H1N1 strains starting from the year 1918 till 2011 in the NCBI database, 
most recent entries from past few years includes, 1720 entries in the year 2008, 9112 entries in 
2009, 1132 entries in 2010, 733 entries in 2011. Recent past few years has seen a rapid growth in 
high-throughput technology which has resulted in more entries accounting for 71.93% of the total 
entries in NCBI H1N1 Genome Database, in that, year 2009 which resulted in pandemic holds 
51.62% share of the total H1N1 genome entries. 2009 entries were separated based on region of 
occurrence which resulted in 89 different regions. The above separation helps the researches for 
designing region-specific markers for screening the region-specific subtypes. Apart from that re-
searches also get other key information like year of pandemic, subtypes responsible for pandemic, 
genes and virulence activity, genes functionality which can be used for genotyping. 
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1. Introduction 
Influenza A viruses are a major cause of morbidity and mortality worldwide and affect large segments of the 
population every year. The nature of their genome, formed by eight segments of single-stranded RNA, shown in 
Figure 2, favors the constant evolution of the virus by two main mechanisms: the accumulation of single nuc-
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leotide mutations in the viral genes introduced by an error-prone viral RNA polymerase and the re-assortment of 
genes between two strains of different origin. The viral genome encodes 11 proteins shown in Figure 2. Most 
have been shown to play a role in shaping the virulence scenario of influenza A viruses, including the adaptation 
of infection and transmission into new host species, the ability to modulate the host immune response and the 
capacity to replicate efficiently at low temperature. Shown in Figure 1 on the surface of the virus particles there 
are two principal polypeptides, the hemagglutinin (HA) and the neuraminidase (NA), which are the target for the 
neutralizing antibodies immune response. There are 16 HA and 9 NA different subtypes in the influenza A virus 
that circulate in humans and animals. When a virus strain with a new HA or NA subtype appears in the human 
population by genetic re-assortment, it usually causes a pandemic because there is no preexisting immunity 
against the new virus. This was the case for the three pandemics that occurred during the last century (1918, 
1957, and 1968) and also for the first pandemic of the 21st century, caused by the currently circulating A (H1N1) 
2009 virus, which was generated by gene re-assortment between a virus present in pigs of North America and a 
virus that circulates in the swine population of Euroasia [1]. The Spanish influenza pandemic of 1918-1919 
caused acute illness in 25% - 30% of the world’s population and resulted in the death of 40 million people [2]. 
The type A viruses are the most virulent human pathogens among the three influenza types and cause the most 
severe disease, H1N1, which caused Spanish Flu in 1918 and Swine Flu in 2009. For both the 1918 and H5N1 
viruses (which were responsible for pandemic), the hemagglutinin and the polymerase complex contribute to 
high virulence. Non-structural proteins NS1 and PB1-F2, which block host antiviral responses, also influence 
pathogenesis [3]. 

2. Summarized Information on Virulent Genes 
2.1. Structure of Influenza Virus 
As shown in Figure 1 the influenza virion (as the infectious particle is called) is roughly spherical. It is an en-
veloped virus—that is, the outer layer is a lipid membrane which is taken from the host cell in which the virus 
multiplies. Inserted into the lipid membrane are “spikes”, which are proteins-actually glycoproteins, because 
they consist of protein linked to sugars-known as HA (hemagglutinin) and NA (neuraminidase). These are the 
proteins that determine the subtype of influenza virus (A/H1N1, for example). The HA and NA are important in 
the immune response against the virus; antibodies (proteins made by us to combat infection) against these spikes 
may protect against infection. The NA protein is the target of the antiviral drugs Relenza and Tamiflu. Also em-
bedded in the lipid membrane is the M2 protein, which is the target of the antiviral adamantanes-amantadine and 
rimantadine. Beneath the lipid membrane is a viral protein called M1, or matrix protein. This protein, which 
forms a shell, gives strength and rigidity to the lipid envelope.  
 

 
Figure 1. Structure of influenza virus [4].                                                 
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2.2. Influenza Virus RNA Genome 
Within the influenza A virion are eight segments of viral RNA shown in Figure 2. These molecules carry the all 
the information needed to make new influenza virus particles. These eight RNAs are shown schematically as 
olive green lines at the top of the illustration. RNAs are chains of four different nucleotides, A, C, G, U. In the 
case of influenza virus, the eight RNAs are a total of about 14,000 nucleotides in length. The nucleotides make 
up the genetic code—it is read by the cell’s translation machinery in groups of three, with each triplet specifying 
an amino acid. 

Influenza viral RNAs are called (−), or negative strand RNAs, because they are the opposite polarity of the 
RNA which is translated to make protein. The RNA molecules that are templates for the synthesis of proteins 
are defined as having (+), or positive polarity. Upon entering the cell, the (−) strand influenza viral RNAs must 
be copied into complementary (+) strands, so that they can serve as templates for proteins. The viral RNAs are 
copied by an enzyme-called RNA polymerase-that is carried into the cell with the virus. Once the virion enters 
the cell, these 8 RNAs are copied into (+) strand mRNAs. Finally, the mRNAs can serve as templates for the 
synthesis of proteins. Both influenza A and B viruses have 8 RNA segments, while the influenza C viruses have 7. 

Virulence: Influenza A viruses replicate in airway epithelium and are transmitted by the respiratory route [6]. 
They bind host cells via their HA, which interacts with sialic acid residues on host cell surface molecules. Hu-
man and avian influenza virus HA differs with regard to their specificity for host cell receptors. Human virus 
HAs preferentially bind receptors with oligosaccharides ending in sialic-acid α-2,6-galactose (Saα-2,6gal) whe-
reas avian viruses preferentially recognize Saα-2,3gal [7] [8]. Time taken for symptoms to happen of viremia 
usually began about 2 days after exposure to the virus. The potential impact of pandemic influenza on the safety 
of the blood supply should be small because of the limited viremia and the nature of respiratory tract infection of 
influenza viruses [9]. 

Recently, evidence has emerged indicating that receptor specificity influences the anatomical site of replica-
tion of influenza viruses and could therefore affect the transmissibility of influenza viruses [10]. Given the fact 
that transmissibility is an essential characteristic of a pandemic virus, the acquisition of Saα-2,6gal specificity 
would appear to be an important event in the generation of an influenza virus with pandemic potential. Interes-
tingly, Saα-2,6gal predominates on epithelial cells in the human nasal mucosa, paranasal sinuses, the pharynx, 
trachea and bronchi [10]. In contrast, Saα-2,3gal is hardly detected in these cells, but it is found in the non-ci- 
liated cuboidal bronchiolar cells at the junction between the respiratory bronchiole, alveolus and alveolar Type 
II cells. Cumulatively, these studies suggest that receptor specificity contributes to inefficient transmission of 
H5N1 influenza viruses between humans. In human strains, such as the 1918 virus, receptor specificity has been 
experimentally demonstrated to influence transmission [11]. However, it must be recognized that other viral 
factors will also contribute to transmission, but their role remains to be defined. 

 

 
Figure 2. Influenza viral RNA segments [5].                                                                         
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High virulence has been associated with increased levels of influenza A virus replication in vivo. Viral repli-
cation rates could obviously be influenced by the rate at which a virus can replicate its genes and express its 
mRNAs. Thus, viral polymerase complexes that display increased rates of function could contribute to increased 
virulence. Influenza virus RNA synthesis is carried out by a heterotrimeric RNA-dependent RNA polymerase, 
composed of the PA, PB1 and PB2 proteins, and the viral nucleoprotein (NP), which is always found being as-
sociated with the template RNAs. The two viral non-structural proteins, NS1 and PB1-F2, appear to facilitate 
evasion of host defenses [12]-[14]. The ability of NS1 to block host-cell gene expression contributes to the sup-
pression of IFNα/β responses and is important for virulence [12] [13].  

Influenza A viruses are divided into subtypes, based on the nature of their surface glycoproteins, HA and NA. 
There are 16 different HAs and nine NAs which are distinguishable serologically, i.e. antibodies to one virus 
subtype do not react with another [15]. All virus subtypes appear to circulate in aquatic birds [16]. The immune 
system normally responds to influenza virus by making neutralizing antibodies to regions of the viral spike, the 
hemagglutinin, that vary year to year. This natural response protects against circulating subtypes but necessitates 
production of new vaccines annually [15]. 

Influenza A viruses are known to also infect a variety of other mammals, including non-human primates, pigs, 
horses, cats, seals, whales and mink (shown in Table 1) [15]. The B virus primarily infects humans, although it 
has also been isolated from seals. 

The Table 1 indicates the subtypes of haemagglutinin (HA) and neuraminidase (NA), and the hosts in which 
they have been identified.  

2.3. Influenza entries in NCBI 
Table 2 shows there are totally 17651 entries of H1N1 strains starting from the year 1918 in the NCBI database, 
most recent entries from past few years includes 1720 entries in the year 2008, 9112 entries in 2009, 1132  

 
Table 1. Natural hosts of influenza A viruses.                                                                         

Natural hosts of influenza A viruses 

Haemagglutinin Neuraminidase 

Subtype Predominant hosts Subtype Predominant hosts 

H1 Human, pig, birds N1 Human, pig, birds 

H2 Human, pig, birds N2 Human, pig, birds 

H3 Birds, human, pig, horse N3 Birds 

H4 Birds N4 Birds 

H5 Birds, (human) N5 Birds 

H6 Birds N6 Birds 

H7 Birds, horse, (human) N7 Horse, birds 

H8 Birds N8 Horse, birds 

H9 Birds, (human) N9 Birds 

H10 Birds   
H11 Birds   
H12 Birds   
H13 Birds   
H14 Birds   
H15 Birds   
H16 Birds   
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Table 2. Total number of H1N1 entries in NCBI database from the year 1918 to 2011.                                        

Reported in the Total No. 

Yr 1918-2011 17651 

Yr 2008 1720 

Yr 2009 9112 

Yr 2010 1132 

Yr 2011 733 

 
entries in 2010, 733 entries in 2011. NCBI H1N1 Genome Database 
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genomes/FLU/SwineFlu.html) year 2009 which resulted in pandemic holds 51.62% 
share of the total H1N1 genome entries. NCBI database as seen a rapid increase in H1N1 sequence entries in the 
recent past years, last four years as contributed about 71.93% of the total entries for H1N1 starting from 1918. 
New DNA sequencing technologies can sequence up to one billion bases in a single day at low cost, putting 
large-scale sequencing within the reach of many scientists. Many researchers are forging ahead with projects to 
sequence a range of species using the new technologies [17]. 

From 89 different regions H1N1 been reported, the above Table 3 helps us in detecting region-specific infec- 
tion. Markers are specific to the above specified strains pertaining to region (www.ncbi.nlm.nih). Record from 
NCBI database mentioning the origin of Influenza A virus from New York (A/New York/DW09D5R/2011 
(H1N1)). The current nomenclature system for influenza A viruses includes the host of origin, geographic loca-
tion of first isolation, strain number and year of isolation. WHO Memorandum, a revised system for nomencla-
ture of influenza viruses. Bull World Health Org 58 (1980) (585 - 591). The HA and NA subtype of influenza A 
viruses is specified in parentheses, e.g. A/Swine/Iowa/15/30 (H1N1). By convention, the host of origin of hu-
man strains is omitted, e.g. A/Puerto Rico/8/34 (H1N1). Since there are no subtypes of influenza B virus, no pa-
renthetical specification is given in this case and, as the B viruses primarily infect humans, the host of origin is 
not mentioned in the influenza B virus nomenclature, e.g. B/Yamagata/16/88.  

3. Conclusions 
Appearance of H1N1 in the human population was observed from the year 1918 (based on the sequence infor-
mation available from the NCBI database, Influenza A virus (A/AFIP/1/1918(H1N1)), till 2011, total of 17651 
sequence entries can be found for H1N1 originated from different places, past few years has seen a rapid growth 
in high-through put technology which has resulted in more entries accounting for 71.93% of the total entries in 
NCBI Genome Database (there are totally 17651 entries of H1N1 strains starting from the year 1918 in the 
NCBI database, most recent entries from past few years includes, 1720 entries in the year 2008, 9112 entries in 
2009, 1132 entries in 2010, 733 entries in 2011), in that, year 2009 which resulted in pandemic holds 51.62% 
share of the total H1N1 genome entries. 

H1N1 viral genome in NCBI genome database is in bits rather than in one complete stretch, this is because 
the influenza virus genome is not one complete stretch. There are eight RNA segments. These are separate mo-
lecules. Complete influenza A H1N1viral sequences are linked to the NCBI genome record:  
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/10290, http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genomes/FLU/SwineFlu.html. 

HA (hemagglutinin) and NA (neuraminidase). These are the proteins that determine the subtype of influenza 
virus (A/H1N1, for example). Since HA and NA determine the subtype of Influenza A their gene sequence can 
be used as marker for diagnosis and genotyping subtypes in molecular screening reaction which includes 
RT-PCR, real-time RT-PCR, nucleic acid sequence-based amplification, microsphere-based duplexed immu-
noassay, and DNA microarrays. Conserved region obtained after aligning HA or NA sequence help in identify-
ing subtypes, if the sample is of many subtypes, than in that case two primers pair each specific for the con-
served region of HA and NA as to be designed to genotype the subtypes accurately. From Table 1 we have 17 
HA and 9 NA possible subtypes, if we have to detect any of the subtypes, we need to have 17 unique primer 
pairs for each HA (can be obtained by aligning all 17 HA) varients and 9 unique primer pairs for each NA (can 
be obtained by aligning all 9 NA) varients. This molecular signatures help in detection of flu subtypes isolated  
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Table 3. H1N1 reported from 89 different regions.                                                                     

Origin No. Origin No. Origin No. 

Arad 3 Illinois 2 Philippines 7 

Archangelsk 2 Izhevsk 1 Prague 1 

Arizona 1 Japane 1 Prahova 1 

Beijing 6 Jiangsu 3 Rio Grande do Sul 35 

Bihor 2 Joshkar 1 Saint-Petersburg 6 

Boston 21 Kaliningrad 1 Salaj 1 

Brasov 1 Korea 7 Shanghai 5 

Bucuresti 5 Kyoto 8 Shenzhen 90 

Budapest 4 Maramures 1 Singapore 21 

Calarasi 1 Mexico 33 South Carolina 3 

California 1 Milan 51 Suita 15 

Canada 1 Missouri 1 Suzhou 2 

Casablanca 20 Moscow 27 Switzerland 1 

Cheboksary 1 Mures 1 Sydney 2 

China 1 Murmansk 1 Taiwan 12 

Cluj 1 Nagasaki 5 Thailand 2 

Columbia 3 Neamt 1 Timis 1 

Constanta 1 New Jersey 1 Tomsk 2 

Czech Republic 1 New Mexico 1 Toyama 20 

Denmark 11 New York 1 Tula 10 

Ecuador 1 Niigata 8 Tunisia 2 

Finland 2 Nizhnii Novgorod 13 Turin 10 

Florida 2 North Carolina 3 Tver 1 

Georgia 1 Novosibirsk 8 Ufa 1 

Guangdong 20 Ohio 5 Ulaanbaatar 1 

Gunma 3 Orenburg 1 Vladimir 1 

Hangzhou 15 Osaka 8 Volgograd 1 

Hokkaido 4 Palermo 5 Voronezh 1 

Hyogo 10 Pavia 82 Washington 1 

Iasi 1 Penza 1   
 

from any host through polymerase reaction, key point for these holds in getting very stable unique conserved re-
gion for each varients. 
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